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I grew up reading science fiction books including quite a few written by Issac Asimov.  He was a prolific author and a very good academic  - professor of biochemistry at Boston University.  50 years ago as part of the world fair exhibition in New York he published an essay looking at what the world would be like in 2014.  He made some very good predictions.   
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So amongst his predictions was 3D TV and flat screen TVs.  What he wasn’t able to predict was the demand – BBC have stopped programming now in 3DHe predicted self-driving cars – or has he put it cars with a robot brain.  
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He also predicted Facetime and Skype – which are very good for speaking to friends and relatives and in my case seeing how many wrinkles you actually have.  
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Not all the material I read as a kid though was quite so good at predicting the future.  A less rosy prediction of the future as in AD2000 where much of the planet has become radioactive wasteland, and so populations have aggregated in enormous mega cities
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SO I decided today wasn’t a good time to  get my crystal ball out and make grand statements about the technologies of tomorrow – I am probably more likely to be with Judge Dredd rather than Asimov.  



Future Water 
Science Museum 

What would you 
put in it? 

@parsons_simon 
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So what I thought I would talk about was the things we do today that we should stop doing in the future – what are those things that we should retire to the Water Science Museum?



#1 Lead 
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Presentation Notes
Hazen, A., "The Measurement of the Colors of Natural Waters," American Chemist Journal (18:264), 1896Testing for color can be a quick and easy test which often reflects the amount of organic material in the water, although certain inorganic components like iron or manganese can also impart colorBut does it tell you anything of real use? 



Did removing lead 
from petrol spark a 
decline in crime? 







Edited From Ad in National  
Geographic 11/1923 



Its not just the pipes 

http://periodictable.com/Samples/082.60/index.s12.html


Cardew, 2011  

Phosphate dosing is effective 



#1 Lead? 
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Hazen, A., "The Measurement of the Colors of Natural Waters," American Chemist Journal (18:264), 1896Testing for color can be a quick and easy test which often reflects the amount of organic material in the water, although certain inorganic components like iron or manganese can also impart colorBut does it tell you anything of real use? 



#2 Colour 

Hazen, A., "The Measurement of the 
Colors of Natural Waters," 
American Chemist Journal, 1896 
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Hazen, A., "The Measurement of the Colors of Natural Waters," American Chemist Journal (18:264), 1896Testing for color can be a quick and easy test which often reflects the amount of organic material in the water, although certain inorganic components like iron or manganese can also impart colorBut does it tell you anything of real use? 



Banks and Wilson, 2002 

Why, What and How? 







White et al.,  



Disinfection byproducts form during the reaction 
between organic matter, inorganic ions and 
chlorine.  



Colour: sometimes it works… 



…..but most of the time it doesn't 



Organic matter is a complex mix of compounds 
all with different reactivity  
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For treatment, hydrophobicity and 
charge are important 

Easy to 
coagulate 
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coagulate 

Very 
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coagulate 

HPO 



For DBPs its about knowing what's left 
after treatment 
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Sharp et al., 2006 
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Well hydrophobicity represents the preference of a molecule for the aqueous phase. In the production of portable water, WTWs use coagulation to remove pollutants from the water. Now I know how much everyone in the water centre loves acronmies so the rest of the presentation will be full of them!!! Whilst HPO NOM is readily removed from the aqueous phase and forms floc which are easily removed from the water…. NOM of a more hydrophilic is more difficult to remove and more likely to pass into the final effleunt. And here it can cause problems such as the disinfection by products mentioned by pete.And a bit of proof of the usefullness of fractionation by hydrophobicity – as you can see quite clearly from this graph – an increase in the HPI content of water is stronly correlated with resisdual DOC content of the treated water.







#2 Colour? 
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Hazen, A., "The Measurement of the Colors of Natural Waters," American Chemist Journal (18:264), 1896



#3 Chlorine 



G. Sims Woodhead, 1897 
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In 1897, not long after Snow’s efforts, a bacteriologist named Sims Woodhead used bleach solution to disinfect distribution mains in Kent, England following a typhoid outbreak. But it wasn’t until 1902 in Middelkerke, Belgium, that the first chlorination plant and continuous water chlorination took place.



Harriet Chick, 
1907 
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She developed the first relationship showing bacterial kill as a function of disinfectant concentration and contact time. She is known for having formulated Chick's Law in 1908, giving the relationship between the kill efficiency of organisms and contact time with a disinfectant.[3][4] Chick's Law was later modified by Dr. H.E. Watson in 1908 to include the coefficient of specific lethality. The Chick-Watson Equation is still used.
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4,000 residents2,300 became ill7 people diedIBS 2x the national averageArthritisWalkerton is a relatively small community. At the time of the event in May 2000, Stan Koebel was utilities manager and Frank Koebel was water foreman. Neither had any formal training in this position, retaining their jobs through three decades of on-the-job experience. The water supply became contaminated with the highly dangerous O157:H7 strain of E. coli bacteria, from farm runoff into an adjacent well that had been known for years to be vulnerable to contamination.Starting 11 May 2000, many people of the community of about 5,000 people began to simultaneously experience bloody diarrhea, gastrointestinal infections and other symptoms of E. coli infection. For days the Walkerton Public Utilities Commission insisted the water supply was "OK" despite being in possession of laboratory tests that had found evidence of contamination. They were both formally sentenced on December 21, 2004, with Stan receiving one year in jail and Frank Koebel nine months of house arrest.



Rules…. 
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Department of Health and Hospitals routinely cited the parish for violations that produced unhealthy levels of trihalomethanes, a chemical byproduct formed from over-chlorination. Naegleria fowleri amoeba The order came in the wake of three amoeba-related deaths in the state in recent years. One of the victims was a 4-year-old boy whom authorities say contracted a deadly amoeba infection in 2013



Disinfection byproducts form during the reaction 
between organic matter, inorganic ions and 
chlorine.  







UV-Disinfection 

New York, 2013 



UV-LEDS 

UVLEDs, Autin et al., 2014 







UK        99.97% 
 
France     99.6% 
 
Netherlands  99.99% 

Ref:   
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2021 plan to be at 99.96% compliance at drinking water works =, or the full environmental compliance for all WWTW assets by 2020.  



UK        0.1 l/p/d 
 
France     0.4 l/p/d 
 
Netherlands  0.05 l/p/d 
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#3 Chlorine? 



Sheffield, 
2015 





Thank you for listening 
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